CAN-I-DO SCOPES? OH YES YOU CAN! - $45*
Once you know the basics of kaleidoscopes you can make them out of anything!
Learn the basics of kaleidoscopes and make a tin can scope out of recycled materials..
- With Judyth Greenburgh

LEARN Learn a brief history of

kaleidoscopes, the anatomy of a scope, and
how mirror systems work.

DISCOVER, different ways
kaleidoscopes are made.
WORKSHOP $25 per person + $20 Materials fee per scope
Materials include kaleidoscope, & decorations for inside and outside.
2- 3hrs. Min 8 - Max 20 people.
*Workshop $25 per person
Kids 7-13yrs free if accompanied by an adult
.*Materials fee $20 per scope

CREATE your own kaleidoscope from a
vintage desert can & provided recycled
materials.

SHOW & TELL show each other your
creations .

JUDYTH GREENBURGH is a“feral artist” living in the tiny desert town of Darwin,
just 5 miles west of Death Valley.
She enjoys reclaiming what has been abandoned inspired by the landscape,
through the transformative process of creating kaleidoscopes.
www.kaleidoscopejunkie,com

SHAMAN RATTLESCOPE WORKSHOP - $70*

Learn the basics of Kaleidoscopes and create your own using found materials. - With Judyth Greenburgh
This kaleidoscope allows for choice objects that can you can rattle to change the image.
You will have the opportunity to decorate the tube.
Materials provided but bring your own items too if you wish
(The style of this one allows for objects that are not translucent.
Items should be smaller than .5 inch diameter or squishable to fit in like fake flowers or feathers.)

LEARN the history and anatomy of a
kaleidoscope, how they are a
metaphor for life & create an infinite
world of possibilities.
DISCOVER, different ways
kaleidoscopes are made.
BUILD your own Shaman rattle
kaleidoscope with the option to
decorate the outside of the scope.
WORKSHOP $35 per person + $35 Materials fee per scope

Materials include kaleidoscope parts & decorations for inside and outside.
(Kids 7-13 years of age free with paying adult) please note we will be using real glass
mirrors - shatterproof mirrors on request.

SHOW & TELL your creations and
maybe do a Shaman ceremony

JUDYTH GREENBURGH is a“feral artist” living in the tiny desert town of Darwin,
just 5 miles west of Death Valley.
She enjoys reclaiming what has been abandoned inspired by the landscape, through
the transformative process of creating kaleidoscopes.
www.kaleidoscopejunkie,com

MANDALA KALEIDOSCOPE WORKSHOP-$95*
Make a kaleidoscope & kaleidoscopic mandala
with Judyth Greenburgh.

LEARN the history and anatomy of a kaleidoscope, how they are a metaphor
for life & create an infinite world of possibilities.
DISCOVER, in a gallery tour, different ways kaleidoscopes are made.
BUILD your own ‘innerscope’ kaleidoscope with the option to decorate the
outside of the scope.
CHOOSE with intention.the beads to put in the object scope using a color
system to rate different areas of your life.
PHOTOGRAPH + PRINT* your own personal unique mandala that is created
for you to meditate on for the day.

WORKSHOP 3- 4 Hrs Max 25 adults ( aged 13 and above ).
*$35 per person + $55 Materials fee per scope

Materials include $40 for kaleidoscope, bead container, additional beads.
+ $15 for a matted color mandalascope print.
JUDYTH GREENBURGH is a“feral artist”
living in the tiny desert town of Darwin,
just 5 miles west of Death Valley.
She enjoys reclaiming what has been
abandoned inspired by the landscape,
through the transformative process of
creating kaleidoscopes.
www.kaleidoscopejunkie,com

